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with baking sodaEveryone has baking soda readily available to help cookies rise and keep the
pantry smelling fresh.In The Baking Soda Companion, Suzy Scherr explains precisely how
useful this all-natural pantry staple could be. But this basic compound also has a large
number of additional applications for wellness, cleaning, gardening, and even more. Make
extra-fluffy scrambled eggs, clean the coffee pot, soothe bug bites, combine up toothpaste
and hair shampoo, remove stubborn grass staining, repel backyard pests, and more. That is a
straightforward, informative guide for anybody who would like to incorporate simple,
affordable, and natural solutions into their day-to-day routine.75 methods to make life easier—
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. I closely looked at The Baking Soda Companion after eating a massive Italian family-style
dinner. Despite sense stuffed, the quality recipes and accompanying photos Ms. Can't wait
around to try more. I especially like the appearance of the dreamy, crispy roasted potatoes,
and I cannot wait to try them. Not only is it full of fantastic ideas (who knew baking soda is
indeed useful! Scherr describes with such treatment and humor. For example, I'll need to
clean my grill soon for the summer BBQ time of year, and I right now know I should use baking
soda to accomplish it. I'll also use baking soda to get rid of the persistent weeds in my yard.
The Baking Soda Companion is normally chock full of practical guidelines for using baking
soda. I'll recommend it to all my friends. Super helpful and an extremely fun read! I love this
publication! I'm also worked up about the nonfood baking soda applications Ms.) it's also an
extremely fun read! I love the fact that this is a publication that informs me tons of methods to
use a secure, natural product that I already retain in my kitchen.Learning how exactly to
incorporate another natural home staple, baking soda, into recipes, remedies, and cleaning
solutions is invaluable. :-) This book is simply as much fun to learn and just as informative as
Suzy Scherr's . This book is simply as much fun to read and just as informative as Suzy Scherr's
first book on apple cider vinegar... Recommend and plan to order some more as gifts! I love
the fact that this is a publication that tells ..The Baking Soda Companion: Great Dishes and
nonfood Uses I agree with a previous reviewer's comment that Suzy Scherr's new book, The
Baking Soda Companion, is just as impressive and informative as her previous superb reserve,
The Apple Cider Vinegar Companion. There are a great number of ideas in right here that I
plan to perform with my 5 year old child to get him mixed up in kitchen. Kudos to Ms. Scherr
on such a worthy addition to my cookbook library! Awesome, informative book:) Awesome,
informative book! Great reserve with great ideas I never realized that there were so much
more uses for baking soda than We already new. Scherr offered in the reserve still made me
salivate. Great publication with great ideas.
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